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The close relationship between railways and the genera of development is distinctly defined 

by the prosperity and success that they brought throughout the globe. 

A group of young enterprising Guyanese based in both the USA and Guyana and associated with 

the University of Guyana has been trying to promote the idea of a Georgetown Light Rail Project 

that would ease the congestion of traffic, providing efficient, safe travel and the restoration of the 

garden city that Georgetown once was. A great idea for growth and development to accompany 

the rapidly growing capital and the modernization of Guyana was listed in the group’s proposal. 

About the project:  The Georgetown, Guyana Light Rail Transit Project will create a light rail 

alignment that would travel an anticipated amount of miles, connecting  University of Guyana 

students, as well as the working class teens, children, adults and tourist of the city.  

Reason for Light rail project: Each day, hundreds of Guyanese commuters, tourists and 

students rely on the local bus and or taxi as their primary source of transportation to and from 

work or school. Worldwide rail systems are a primary source for transporting goods, commuting 

the public and providing safe travel.  

Light rail is growing: Over the past several decades, light rail and trains have been the efficient 

and safe way to travel.  The rapid expansion along with construction all over the city of 

Georgetown and a more environmentally conscious public have led the idea to believe that light 

rail can help alleviate traffic congestion and pollution, preventing the amount of deadly car 

crashes, accidents, and theft. This will also bring an end to trashing the Georgetown streets, 



Meaning, more people on the light rail trains equals less people on the streets, Giving the 

residents, tourist and working class to get from point A, B and C in a cleaner and space friendly 

environment.   

Traffic congestion and pollution exist because the costs of driving automobiles are artificially 

low. Although car owners must pay to purchase, insure and maintain their cars, they do not pay 

for the pollution and congestion they impose on others. To permanently reduce traffic congestion 

and pollution, policies must be enacted-such as, implementing toll roads or increasing gas taxes-

that force drivers to bear the full cost of their automobile usage.  

Promoting Sustainability: The project would not only provide environmental mitigation along 

the alignment, but it would also actively work with partners to include sustainable elements and 

improve habitat. 

However, research also has shown that light rail may provide a more optimal level of traffic 

congestion by serving as a marginal reducer of traffic congestion during peak hours. This 

possibility alone would make the congestion reduction from light rail quite significant.  

Bike and Pedestrian improvements:  If there are those who enjoy walking, they will be able to 

walk freely, not having to deal with the amount of garbage, pedestrians face daily. Having the 

Light Rail in Georgetown will also give Guyana the opportunity to finally have a bicycle lane 

used for biking. These light rail train would operate through various stations one or two, and 

would have equipped security.  

 Guyana is truly ready for light rail due to the great success of Georgetown, Guyana is rapidly 

growing in infrastructure, and economically. This will give Guyana the chance to boast the best 

transportation system in all of CARICOM, boasting to provide efficient, safe and a new way to 

travel. Offering Guyanese and Tourist options and making them feel safe, enjoying their stay in 

the Garden city. Let’s keep Guyana Green and Clean!    

 The five greatest perceived benefits from light rail are: 

1. Reducing traffic congestion. 

2. Reducing pollution. 

3. Increasing property values and fostering economic development, and 

4. Providing a means of transportation for the poor. 

5. Creating jobs.  

Guyana once esteemed the first railway in South America with the 1848 Demerara to Berbice 

Railway and had a web of tracks across the country including , Demerara to Parika, Wismar to 

Rockstone, Port Kaituma to Matthews Ridge and the Mackenzie to Ituni Railways. The close 

relationship between railways and the genera of development is distinctly defined by the 

prosperity and success that they brought throughout the globe. An idea of old to contemplate and 

so well suggested by a brand new generation of Guyanese to be encouraged. 


